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1. Executive Summary
The purpose of this business plan is to raise SGD$3 million from investors.
Rumaratan Pte Ltd aims to be the premier kelong style resort in Singapore with
the settings of the past – 1960s.
Through a unique combination of offered services and experiences at
affordable rates targeted at the mass market, Rumaratan Pte Ltd is expected to
gain market share quickly. An integrated on-the-sea resort, the area features a
10 deluxe room stay, one restaurant, a well stocked up mama shop and a café
cum bar. These outlets are complemented with other olden days influence
activities, facilities and culture, making it a leisure and reminiscence platform for
all.
Rumaratan Pte Ltd competitive edge is their unique combination of services,
location, experiences and customer-centric focuses. It is set out to provide
quality, dependable and experiential services. Rumaratan Pte Ltd unique selling
preposition sets to maintain the good old days essence and lifestyle, to create a
need and to also entice primary market group with the nostalgic feeling of
traveling back in time to reminisce the good old days.
Youngsters on the other hand will also reap maximum and eye-opener
experiences while staying at the kelong style resort, for it helps act as an
education to enlighten about the nature and their grandparents’ historical
lifestyles. It will inculcate a message to children that they should be grateful for
living in bliss and cherish the value of money by not frittering them away.
Rumaratan Pte Ltd has an innovative training program supported by an
extensive infrastructure, properly trained employees to provide an
unprecedented level of customer services. Employees will be dressed in
Rumaratan Pte Ltd uniform and name tags to portray unity and brand
uniformity, alongside with singlish not with the intend of encouraging the
language but rather the sole purpose of making the atmosphere friendly and the
theory of just-be-yourself.
All customers will depart from the kelong style resort with a feeling that their
needs of the good old days essence were met well beyond any expectations
that they previously had and far better than any competitors.
This customer-centric business model is not just rhetoric; there are financial
incentives in place for employees to offer unprecedented levels of services,
further defining the company’s success and longevity.
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2. Organization Plan
A. Summary Of The Business
i. Registered Name
Rumaratan Private Limited (Rumaratan Pte Ltd)
ii. Commencement Of Operations
Rumaratan Pte Ltd will commence assembly operations in Punggol east
projected in January 2010.
iii. History
Four core members met through an entrepreneur seminar held in Suntec
International Convention Hall founded Rumaratan Pte Ltd. Through similar
hobbies and ideas, the business plan was thus discussed meticulously and
formed. The entire mood that Rumaratan Pte Ltd exudes shall be a novelty,
which will perfectly exemplify rustic nature, somewhat 1960s and vintageinspired. The main objective the management team wants to accomplish is
about selling of experiences, emotion and time, also known as nostalgia.
iv. Management Team
The Management team is comprised of Jim Ong, Daniel, and Terence Sim.
One advisor compliments the Management team: Yileen (Strategy and
Marketing advisor). The Management team is motivated, experienced and
well qualified. The team is strongly positioned to take advantage of this
opportunity.
The team has:
• Proven business start-up skills, with bottom line responsibility
• Experience in business start up (finance, marketing, operations and legal
aspects)
• Personality profiles that reflect the synergies of cohesive group dynamics
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Rumaratan Pte Ltd Organization Chart
President
Jim Ong

Operations

Services

Events

Daniel Tan

Yileen

Terence Sim

Facilities

Sales
Support

New

Human
Resource

Service

Marketing &
PR

Finance

Jim Ong

Yileen

Jim is voted as the president. Having led and ventured various businesses
before, Jim continues to drive the strategic direction and development.
Having years of experience in hospitality line, he has been honed and ready
in setting new standards in service trends in Asia.

Yileen is responsible for service development and enhancement for our
brand locally here in Singapore, Yileen surveys on the market trends for
extendable ambience suitable to maintain the company’s image consistently.

Terence Sim

Daniel

Terence possesses both career and academic achievements have ensured
that Terence is able to analyze situations from a variety of perspectives. His
analytical skills enable him to focus on running events and leading a team to
come up consistently with new marketing ideas and strategies for the
company.

Daniel's exposure to the corporate world has put him in contact with many of
the decision makers in the corporate industry. He has progressively sought
more challenging projects and experience with a sales and marketing focus.
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v. Vision Statement
To be the next avenue for reminiscence of good old days and to also provide
each and every individuals a recreational and cultural opportunity.
vi. Mission Statement
To ensure and let each individuals depart Rumaratan with the feeling that
their needs of good old days essence are thoroughly met well beyond than
expected through an unprecedented level of customer services.
vii. Organizational Objectives
• Achieve accumulated profits of a minimum SGD$3 million by Year 3
• Research and establish three other innovative services and products such
as product expansion, infrastructure expansion and assortments of sea
sports activities by Year 2, ready to market them by year 3
• Customers’ loyalty rates increased by 1.5 times more by year 2
viii. Organizational Values
As a boost to the team’s success and confidence rates, a set of ethical
values will be inculcated to fellow employees in order to run the business
smoothly.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transparency in all dealings with key stakeholders
Commitment to customers
Collaborative approach to new products & services
Pursue the best product quality and excellent services
Manage risks prudently and professionally
Accountable for own actions and open about them
Employees’ welfare is a recognition to maintain company loyalty
Preserve nature and be conservation conscious
Assess business partners on like minded
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ix. Business Model

Marketing
Online
Marketing

Suppliers

Rumaratan

Retail
Marketing

Market

Agents
HR &
Services

Rumaratan Pte Ltd will need a handful of suppliers to support the business namely in logistics, food and maintenance for instance.
Rumaratan Pte Ltd will need both the Human Resource and Marketing department to be pro-active and highly responsive to markets’ needs
in order to run the business smoothly.
Human Resource will be important to recruit the accurate candidates for employment as well as provide all employees with utmost benefits
and keeping their morale up. Marketing will be as important in promoting and create strong relationships with customers, partners and
alliances.
In the business model, the target market will be just as important as they will be the revenue sources for Rumaratan Pte Ltd.
5

B. Services
Rumaratan Pte Ltd offers a variety of services for stressful city people,
providing each individual an experience of tranquility and discovery. The
kelong resort’s aspect of business will bring both males and females several
types of services comprising coaching the art of fishing and going-back-in-time
experiences just to name some.
There will be 10 deluxe rooms stay in the resort itself. The interior design will
be of the vintage age to enhance the ambience. The kelong themselves are
made of rattan and wood, which are the original construction materials as in
the olden days kelong.
There will be a café cum bar available playing those olden days music and
songs. Performance will be of great influence from the past as well. The
restaurant also offers barbeque service of fresh seafood caught on top of the
normal 1960s inspired menu. Customers can hire chefs to guide them in the
cooking style of the past if they wished.
There will be a huge mama shop located in the resort to make sales of some
tibits, drinks and candies that usually are available or influenced by the past.
The kelong business is devoted to providing holistic methods of convenient
year-round lodging in a fun, recreation-oriented, vibrancy. This will all be done
in a relaxing and old school setting of 1960s.
In addition to those already mentioned, there will be small activities and stalls
located in the resort vicinity. There will be activities like story sharing from the
old folks, karaoke singing, mahjong playing, card playing, stars gazing and
much more. Small stalls like simple games stalls, snacks outlets and food
stalls “by the road” concept will be able to be located by any visitors.

C. Location
Rumaratan Pte Ltd has chosen Punggol East as its first location for this
business venture.
Punggol East is one of the few places in Singapore to still have retained its
authenticity, away from the hustle and bustle city, a rural and rustic feel. It is
also one of the many kampong places where traditional cultures used to once
live, where people would do a lot of activities and expedition like fishing and
adventuring when technology was not so well developed and living conditions
were primitive.
Ferry transport in the olden days style will be provided for visitors to the resort
itself.
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D. Personnel
Rumaratan Pte Ltd will be looking at two main criteria in hiring their potential
employee. Firstly, potential employee should portray interests in learning and
knowing about the time period of 1960s and the history. It will be an added
advantage if they are experienced. Secondly, they should enjoy people
interaction and possess customer centric attitude in their profession. Locals
will be appreciated and considered first over overseas potentials.
Elderly
Rumaratan Pte Ltd will consider hiring a handful of elderly retirees who have
gone through the 1960s period. This will further enhance and provide the
sought after customer service quality and excellence standards. In addition,
this will align with the company goals and direction of business promptly.
These elderly retirees employees will be able to share their stories with
employees and visitors as well as complementing the real time experience.
Training
Rumaratan Pte Ltd will make partnership with local tourism academy to
provide in house training in all aspects areas required as per position. The
training will focus more on the customer service quality and the history on
1960s period. Besides that, all employees have the rights and freedom of
speech in suggesting ideas and comments about the kelong resort not in an
offensive way. All employees will be friends of one another rather than just
being colleagues.
Staff Commitment
Rumaratan Pte Ltd, being in the tourism and hospitality industry, would also
expect potential employees to be able to commit to a 24-hour working shift.
Employees will enjoy benefits like annual leave, maternity leave, paternity
leave, compassionate leave, shift allowance, meal allowance, uniform
allowance, medical allowance, accommodation allowance and transportation
allowance. There will be other company benefits in future once negotiations
with other working partners are confirmed.
Part Timer/Freelance
Rumaratan Pte Ltd will hire a batch of part timers and contract employee to fill
in on days when the full time employee goes on medical leave, annual leave,
off days or when there are emergency cases such as low manpower days.
Volunteers are most welcomed to help out in cleansing the resort, rearing the
fishes, sharing their experiences with visitors or even being a tour guide for the
resort.
Refer to Appendix A for the list of employees needed.
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3. Marketing Plan
A. Industry Overview And Goals
Rumaratan Pte Ltd is in the tourism and hospitality industry. In the local
market itself, there are beach resorts and chalets available throughout the
island. In addition, a handful of offshore kelong resorts are available as well,
be it locally or in neighboring countries.
Of all the available resorts on the island of Singapore, most of them comprises
of chalets that are more towards the family style and beach resorts that are of
hotel style or of the higher end category like classy and luxury. Offshore
kelong resorts are minimal in quantity and the owners usually run the
businesses. These kelong resorts are mostly found out of Singapore.
In order for people to have reminiscence of the past or to learn more about the
past, the resources will be museums, Internet, libraries, books, photos, videos
and stories from the elderly. There is no one place that provides the life
experiences in real time. As the aging population gets worn out, the stories will
be near to myths and legends category.
Rumaratan Pte Ltd goes in the direction that provides the resort in kelong style
and in addition, bringing back the past for the elderly to once again enjoy the
good old days as well as for the new generations to experience the past in real
time and at the same time learning history practically. It will be a fusion of
kelong resort in the 1960s style.
The marketing strategies approaches aims to bring Rumaratan Pte Ltd to the
market that the history is actually still happening and will continue to happen
around Singapore offshore. In time to come, the 1960s’ spirit will spread
across Asia then slowly to the international market. This will not only expand
the company but also to better uphold the kelong culture before it extinct in the
years to come.
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B. SWOT Analysis
WEAKNESSES

STRENGTHS
•

Reasonable and economical pricing

•

Seasonal visibility

•

Competitive services

•

Lack of attractions around the vicinity

•

Singapore (Good and reputable tourism country)

•

Small development area

•

High customer service quality

•

Absence of kelong farms owner

•

Different platform for local resort

•

Out of the bustling city experience provider

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

•

Unique concept that is currently not available

•

Imitations of similar or near similar business concept

•

Small development means higher occupancy rate

•

Lack of olden days experiences

•

Competitors from nearby countries and integrated resorts on
main land

•

Cheaper rates offered by competitors from nearby countries

•

Safety

•

Water transportation
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C. Market analysis
i. Target Market
Rumaratan Pte Ltd will target on customers who portrays curiosity and much
interests about the time period 1960s as well as the kelong culture. There will
be two categories of targeted market.
The primary target market group will be people age from 38 years old to 50
years old, both genders and all races. This group of people had been through
the 1960s period and the modern now. Upon comparison, this group of
people still prefers to live in the slow paced and ability to enjoy more freedom
lifestyle during the 1960s rather than a stressful and always fully packed
schedule city lifestyle. This group of people will occasionally feel nostalgia for
the life in the past. They will always try to compare then and now be it the
culture, food, drinks, language, people, work, shelter and almost everything.
They just got strong reminiscence of the past and always stories available to
be shared by them. This group of people is mostly married with family and
will not hesitate to plan a family outing trip to such resort for short getaways,
family or friends gathering and knowledge about the past.
One such example case is as follows.
Don, a hokkien dialect speaking uncle is 50 years old this year. He is the
father of two daughters and one son. His wife, Florence passed away in an
accident in 2003. Despite the primitive living conditions in the past, Don, the
only breadwinner of the family slogged hard working full time as a
construction worker and part time fishermen just to make ends meet. During
the free time, he would bring his children and wife on a fishing expedition as
family bonding. The family proceeded to Don’s friend’s kelong every
alternative week to get away from the hustle and bustle of city life. Part of the
kids’ life was raised there and several fishing techniques were imparted as
well. After his retirement, Don enjoys the morning run under the sun
accompanied with fresh air, after which a cup of coffee and few sticks of cigar
at kopitiam with his buddies catching up about the latest scoops and
occasionally mentioned about the good old days.
The secondary target market group will be people age from 25 years old to
37 years old, both genders and all races. This group of people never
experienced the life in 1960s but they are not letting it loose. They are eager
to try the life experiences during the 1960s and also keen on learning more
about the culture in the past as well as kelong. This group of people could be
married with family, which Rumaratan Pte Ltd can provide a family bonding
platform. They could also be dating couples that visit Rumaratan Pte Ltd for a
honeymoon or short getaways. Most people from this group should love
beaches and often visits resorts by the beach to chill and relax under the
sun, getting away from the bustling and stressful city.
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One such example case is as follows.
Kelly, a laid-back university undergraduate who comes from a congenial
English speaking background, is also an environment enthusiast. Her favorite
pastime revolves around exploration of various exotic places, surfing the net
and hitting the gym. Kelly’s weekday routine comprises going to school and
revising at home. She does part-time tuition as maintenance to her
expenses. Over the weekends, Kelly will chill out with her friends at East
Coast Park and Pulau Ubin to let off steam. She is the vice-president and
outing planner of her university’s club and would often organize overseas
group getaway to several neighboring islands or countries. As much to only
her age, she has always been curious about the history of the Singapore
Sea, ever since Sir Stamford Raffles’ arrival. She anticipates more rustic
environments, which makes her think it’s conducive to loosen up and sets
herself free of troubles.
ii. Direct Competitors
There are other direct competitors around the region itself. My.Kelong, Chia
Soon Kelong, HotBoys Kelong, Kelong Aceh and INU Kelong are just some
of the direct competitors of Rumaratan Pte Ltd in the nearby region.
Experiences
Rumaratan
Pte Ltd
Kelong Aceh
Chia Soon
Kelong

HotBoys
Kelong

INU Kelong

My.Kelong

Personalized
Service
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Families, kelong owners, brothers or friends mostly operate these kelong
businesses. They are not consider and do not operate like an organization. It
is more like a family style. They provide accommodation, food and services
as well. Their accommodation is the usual kelong style that is made of rattan
and wood.
They have seafood menu with barbeque services. Small activities like
mahjong playing, karaoke singing, cable TV and fishing. They communicate
with customers just like friends and families more than customers’
relationships. These kelong businesses do offer packages for a day visit or
overnight stay. These packages include lodging, activities and food for very
competitive prices.
Rumaratan Pte Ltd will consider offering almost everything that had been
mentioned by those competitors. In addition to the list, Rumaratan Pte Ltd will
offer personalized services such as, a chef to guide you in cooking, boat
rental services for fishing or stars gazing and stories sharing sessions with
the elderly. Rumaratan Pte Ltd will be offering services like most of the
kelong businesses do and do a fusion with an extraordinary and
unforgettable life experiences to the guests with nostalgia feel of the 1960s.
iii. Indirect Competitors
Out in the market, there are well known resorts throughout the world. Club
Med and Banyan Trees Holdings are both internationally well-known brand
for hotels, resorts and spa business.
Club Med
Club Med’s main business target on providing exotic resort locations
worldwide, which they named them villages, with finest views, fun
entertainment and their original all-inclusive packages solution concept.
Every package provides a list of services and activities that includes
accommodation, food, use of facilities, sports activities, games and shows.
The special feature of Club Med is that their employees will dine, dance,
drink and play together with their visitors day and night. There will be
standardized dance steps for each song that is exclusive to Club Med
organization and new ones being introduced every year. The evening shows
are also standardized and include both new and established routines.
All the villages are divided into concepts or “pleasures” such as, “to discover”,
“to experience the exceptional” or “to live life to the fullest”. Most of them are
designed for families that includes daytime childcare services, a hang out
space for the teens and with a handful of villages that cater to either adult
only or open to children but without dedicated children’s facilities and
activities.
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Some of the Club Med’s villages are also available for sales to the public with
extensive facilities on board. Owners will have a choice of renting it out to
other customers if the village is not in use.
Experiences
Banyan Tree
Holdings

Rumaratan
Pte Ltd
Club Med

Expensive

Banyan Tree Holdings
Banyan Tree Holdings is a leading manager and developer of premium
resorts, hotels and spas around the world. They are listed on the Singapore
Exchange. They have ownership interests in niche resorts and hotels.
Laguna Resorts and Hotels Public Company Limited and Angsana Hotels
and Resorts are two of their subsidiary companies and those being
managed.
They command room rates at the high end of each property’s particular
market because of their strong brand recognition. They offer customers a
multi-faceted travel and leisure experience and those who seek style and
authenticity at the same time. Their styles will mostly be contemporary and
chic retreats with Asian heritage that designed to create and deliver vibrant
enlivening experience for guests both at work and at play.
Banyan Tree Holdings’ resorts location are usually accompanied by serene
environment. They chose to allow guests to enjoy true peace, tranquility, and
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rejuvenation while being spoilt in the comfort of their resorts, be it a massage
or a round of golf. Guests will be mesmerized by the sounds and sights of the
natural habitats surrounding the resorts like tropical forests, hillside terrain
and secluded beach that will create a romantic and unforgettable settings
and experience.
On top of the above mentioned, Banyan Tree Holdings also make sales of
their property to public with complimentary stay of 60 days per year. On other
days that the owned property is not occupied, Banyan Tree Holdings will take
it as its inventory and take care of the property promptly.
Club Med and Banyan Tree Holdings are considered as the direct
competitors with Rumaratan Pte Ltd for the experiences promised to the
guests. Nevertheless, Rumaratan Pte Ltd chose another edge of lifestyle
experience as promises, which is the 1960s time period feel and nostalgia.
This is another niche market that most of the resorts have yet to target and
Rumaratan Pte Ltd will want to be the first movers in the market and gain the
advantages.
iv. Market Trends
Economy
Consumers have larger disposable income nowadays. There is an increase
in the number of consumers looking for short getaways to neighboring
countries or resorts rather than long hours of flight over to the other
hemisphere for holiday. Customers are looking for more exotic locations
based on the environment and the culture of the destinations. They are
getting more interested and curious to learn more about the culture’s food,
style, language, fashion, history and ways of life.
The level of education has also increased through the years and that
suggests higher percentage of population getting employed and educated. In
turn, the number of people knows about history and yet to experience the
history in real time had also genuinely increase.
Partnerships
Local tourism academies had been working in partnership with various hotels
and resorts to provide their students an internship platform. This is to train
and provide better customer oriented potential employees and people in time
to come.
There are also various old aged home locally. These elderly could share their
stories of their olden days life, be it happiness, sadness and even
astonishing experiences that is lost in the modern days. They might have
photo collections that could be used to showcase and spread the
experiences visually.
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Other Sources Of History
In the current market, there are no alternatives offering of similar
combinations. There are various kelongs available that offers the life
experiences of a fisherman in the kelong lifestyle minus the experiences of
the 1960s. In order to gain experiences of the 1960s, people could only be
impressed visually through television, Internet, museums, libraries, books,
photos, videos and exhibitions. There is no one place that could provide the
real time life experiences that includes, the food, the culture, the language,
the atmosphere and the rules and regulations.
There are still preserved olden days buildings that one can find in many
places. The Government usually orders these building not to be tear down for
historic purposes. These buildings mostly are renovated and given a better
outer paint finishes. They are often occupied as offices, hotels and
restaurants.
Threat Of New Entrants
There is a higher risk of new entrants offering the same combinations of
services enters the market and compete. With the more creative firms
available, the possibilities of generating new ideas and concepts in providing
competitive business plan are more endangering.
Politics
Singapore being a multi cultural country that mainly comprises of Chinese
and Malay, this will increase influences on their cultures and histories.
Therefore, this suggests the number of people who are curious and
interested to know more about the life happenings in 1960s and the life of a
fisherman in kelong style will be high.
Singapore is stable, be it in security, economy or tourism. In the recent years,
Singapore is tapping on tourism and hospitality industry eagerly, that speaks
for the two up coming integrated resorts. Singapore is also launching
campaigns in the direction of better customer service standard and the
courtesy campaigns. This suggests that the Government is supporting the
industry and trying to make Singapore a better tourism spot to the world
recognition.
v. Market Research
A market survey was done with 230 respondents, 100 were from online
survey, 80 were from street face to face survey and the rest 50 were from
random phone interviews. This survey targets mainly on local market and
focuses on the preferred holiday choice, the level of interests on 1960s and
the idea of kelong style resort in fusion with 1960s settings.
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The demographics of the respondents are widely and sparely spread across
the target market in order to obtain a more accurate result analysis.

From the results obtain regarding the preferred holiday choice, 76% chose
Resorts and 24% chose Hotels. This clearly indicates that consumers
nowadays prefer to go for a more relax and chill out ambience resort rather
than a luxurious looking hotel. Rumaratan Pte Ltd chose to go in the direction
of resort, which favors the target market.
In the second focus on the level of interests on 1960s, 82% of the
respondents suggest that they got no objection in revisiting the past if they
were given a choice to. They would like to experience the life during then.
With the rest 18% suggests that they would still prefer the city life they are
enjoying now and keep the past as a mystery.
Lastly, considering the idea of having a fusion of kelong style resort with
1960s setting remarkably attracted a good response. 88% of the respondents
felt enthusiastic about the idea and concept and they are eager to visit the
resort. The rest 12% of the respondents suggested the idea is appealing but
they will not consider the resort as their priority holiday destinations.
With the results obtained, Rumaratan Pte Ltd business idea and concept is
expected to attract the local market with much anticipation. Rumaratan Pte
Ltd should continue to work in the correct direction and provide the market
with the promised and sought after experiences.
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D. Marketing Strategy
i.

Method Of Sales And Distribution

Rumaratan Pte Ltd will have a main office in the resort itself. This is to provide
better convenience for walk in customers and also to cater to phone
reservations and enquiries. There will be direct mailers sent out to various
institutions, old aged homes and larger organizations to create awareness for
Rumaratan Pte Ltd.
In addition, customers who will like to enjoy the experiences with Rumaratan
Pte Ltd could also book through official website or website partners that offer
resort reservations services. On the other hand, customers could also walk
into tour agency partners to make reservations.
There will be complimentary brochures made available for pick-ups at
locations such as Singapore Visitor Center, Singapore Changi Airport,
Singapore Mandai Zoo, Singapore Jurong Bird Park and Sentosa. This is to
create a greater awareness for Rumaratan Pte Ltd to foreigners and locals
who are trying to find out the other side of Singapore.
In the near future, Rumaratan Pte Ltd will look into kiosks such as AXS
machines to partner with to provide reservations services.
ii. Packaging
Rumaratan Pte Ltd expected to provide total experiences of back to the 1960s
to all visitors. Thus, from the employees uniform to the languages they
articulate, further down to the lifestyle and culture, music, events, activities,
services, food and even furniture and utensils will be in tune with the 1960s
concept.
All premises, rooms and stalls will be renovated and designed to that of kelong
style with a pinch of the 1960s mood. The furniture and fixtures will be those
that ones can only see during those good old days. Employees will be dressed
in plain tee shirt with shorts and slippers to symbolize those street stall owners
during the olden days. The language they speaks will be singlish not with the
intent to promote the language but to further enhance the overall experiences.
The music that will be played in the café or in the background of the resort will
be all the oldies from the 1960s. The performances will be specially
choreographed to the theme of 1960s as well.
The corporate identity will be in the theme as well. Those name cards, office
supplies, welcome letter, thank you letter and many more will be in the 1960s
theme. This is not only to further enhance on the back to 1960s experience but
also to maintain with the vision and the mission of Rumaratan Pte Ltd.
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iii. Pricing
Rumaratan Pte Ltd is not going towards the classy and edgy resort category.
Rumaratan Pte Ltd is aiming at providing total customer experience about
reminiscence of the good old days. Thus, the pricing will be competitive as
compared to main island resorts such as Costa Sands and GoldKist as well as
some of the entry-level resorts found on the sister island, Sentosa.
The price range will be looking at somewhere from SGD$100 to SGD$130 per
room per night, depending on weekday stay or weekend stay. There will be
packages available such as, three days two-night package, weekend getaway
package, couples’ honeymoon package, family packages (depending on the
family size requested) and customizable package. All these packages, prices
starting from as low as SGD$350, will include accommodation, food and
beverages, activities and services.
In addition, there are other rates available for per day visit, educational visit,
fishing visit and heritage visit. These rates will be on per person basis and they
do not include all of the other mentioned benefits in packages. The prices will
start from SGD$35 per person.
All other services and activities found in the resort will be of competitive prices
and definitely affordable by any visitors.
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iv. Brand DNA

Benefits

Distinctiveness

•

Laid back and serene

•

Out of city experience

•

Friendly staff

•

Historical education (General Public)

•

Fresh seafood

•

Resort’s construction is slight replica to logo

•

Unwind session after a long day

•

Integrated platform

•

Education trip about the primitive condition

Category

Credibility
•

Forging bonds and relationships

•

Disconnection from hustle and bustle city life

•

To bring back time, nostalgia and “kampong feel”

•

Resorts

Character

•

Tourism

•

Stress free

•

Hospitality

•

Soothing

•

Cultural

•

Tranquil

•

Natural

Rumaratan Pte Ltd is providing the experience of good old days again for the city people who feel like de-stressing, get back to simple life or
even to experience the nostalgia once again. All customers should be able to have a brand ‘halo’ that Rumaratan Pte Ltd is the time machine
that brings people back to the past to feel the simple life once again.
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v. Database Marketing
Rumaratan Pte Ltd will have a customer relationship database whereby all
customers’ details, such as personal profiles, photos, feedbacks and
testimonials and frequency of visits will be recorded. These will not only help in
improving Rumaratan Pte Ltd, it will gives the customers a feel that their
concerns are attended to promptly.
Rumaratan Pte Ltd will based on those data recorded and serve customers
accordingly to their habits and trends of activities. For instance, employees will
encourage customers to fish for more fishes and prawns so that customers
can get a higher number of catches as compared to previous visits. The chef
that the customer asked for on the previous visit could also approach the
revisiting customer to check out on how is the progress of the newly learned
cooking recipe and style. These are just two examples of what Rumaratan Pte
Ltd is capable of with the database marketing.
Rumaratan Pte Ltd is aiming to touch on the emotions of customers; thus, it
will be like a friend rather than a company to all customers. All of the
collaterals will be written in first person to create the human touch.
Periodically, the system will automatically send out electronic direct mailer,
birthday cards, festive greetings cards and updates on the resort to the
customers in the database. This is to keep them inform of the existence of
such resort as well as luring them to spend time with Rumaratan Pte Ltd
again.
vi. Sales Strategies
Rumaratan Pte Ltd will have sales executive sending out emails on
information about the resort before booking an appointment with the person in
charge from various institutions, old aged homes and large organizations to
speak about the resort and gaining a sales contract with them.
Recommending Rumaratan Pte Ltd to institutions allows them to broaden and
heighten their area of education in history. This will allow students to gain a
real time life experience of history as well.
Speaking to old aged homes allows homes to organize various short trips to
the resort and allows the elderly to have some nostalgia for the life that they
had been through. At the same time, they could provide more comments for
the resort and even share their stories with the visitors.
Large organizations can consider Rumaratan Pte Ltd as their next destinations
for company bonding or dinner and dance. Rumaratan Pte Ltd target at large
organizations because a larger crowd will be exposed to the resort and in turn,
through word of mouth marketing, fasten the process of brand awareness to
the rest of the public.
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Rumaratan Pte Ltd will partner with various online resorts reservations
website, online tour agencies and brick and tar tour agencies to provide
convenient reservations services.
When customers purchase entrance tickets with some local tourists attractions
partnerships such as Singapore Jurong Bird Park, Singapore Mandai Zoo and
Sentosa, they will be given a flyer informing them about the existence of this
new resort. Likewise, flyers will be inserted into the packaging of some
products like fishing rod and cooking utensils.
vii. Sales Incentives
Rumaratan Pte Ltd allows customers to enjoy a 10% online discount when
they make their reservations through the official website. Occasionally, there
will be similar promotion offer through partners’ website like resorts reservation
website or online tour agent.
Old aged home visits to the resort will be given a 60% discount. This is to
encourage more homes organizing short trips to the resort and at the same
time helping the elderly to reminiscence the past and doing charity. Large
organizations will be given premiums and souvenirs for all the guests on top of
the corporate pricing that they will be receiving depending on their participant
size.
Those customers whom receive the flyers through partners’ tickets purchases
or products purchases will be able to receive discounts on the reservations as
well. Where else, these promotions will varies from time to time. All will be at
the discretion of Rumaratan Pte Ltd.
There will be other partnerships with clubs like SAFRA and Peoples’
Association and credit card company, such as Citibank. These privileged
members of the clubs and bank will be able to receive further discounts on top
of the site discount. The main purpose is to attract them with the competitive
pricing and allows them to organize a family outing easier.
viii. Advertising Strategies
Rumaratan Pte Ltd is looking at more traditional style of advertising initially to
bring up the mood and image of itself. It will be black and white press and
magazine advertisements. There will be flyers drop into the nearby
neighborhood letterboxes and distribution of flyers at nearby Mass Rapid
Transit stations to gain awareness from the nearby public.
Following closely will be radio jingles. These advertisements will suggest an
ambiguous impression of the resort. There will be rooms for imagination and
should entice the public to go on Internet to find out what Rumaratan Pte Ltd
really is.
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These mentioned mediums are the more traditional way of advertising in the
past. This is to keep up with the vision and the mission in providing
reminiscence for the customers.
After all the traditional advertising, Rumaratan Pte Ltd will move on to the web
and new media like television commercials and web banner advertising. These
advertisements will be strategically located at travel websites, Singapore
Tourism Board website and other partners’ website for easier market targeting.
Following behind will be road show. These road shows will showcase and
introduce the resort to the public. At the same time, interested customers will
be able to enjoy instant discount when they do the reservations. These road
shows will be held at locations like Chinatown, Geylang Serai and
neighborhood shopping centers to attract the attention of the target market.
ix. Public Relations
There will be an official opening of Rumaratan Pte Ltd. Media will be invited to
the official opening ceremony. They will be given a guided tour around the
resort. In addition, all the affiliations, partners and employees and their families
will be invited to witness the grand opening.
Rumaratan Pte Ltd will post articles on magazines and club’s newsletter.
Rumaratan Pte Ltd will update its blog site and social networking websites like
FaceBook and Twitter to keep all interested public updated about their status,
events and happenings.
There will be special events like guest singer appearances for performances.
These singers will usually be those oldies singers. Not only will they add on to
the ambience for the resort, they will be able to attract elderly to visit the resort
again and again.
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E. Implementation Of Marketing Strategy
The following are in house responsibilities for implementation of marketing
strategy.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public relations
Special events
Road shows
Professionals
Guided tours
Music and entertainment
Copywriting
Update of blog site
Update of social networking websites such as FaceBook and Twitter

The following are out source to other firms to help in implementing the
marketing strategy for Rumaratan Pte Ltd.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer relationships management database
Print advertisements
Radio jingles
Television commercials
Corporate identity design
Collaterals design
Website design and maintenance
Search Engine Optimization
Employee training
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4. Contingency Plan
Business Impact Analysis
Rumaratan Pte Ltd has unique gift vouchers especially for birthday treats and
festive occasions. These gift vouchers are also being reserved in case of
direct business impact of customer’s disputes or failed to meet customer’s
requirement as perceived in Rumaratan Pte Ltd standard procedures.
Delay In Operation Commencement Date
Rumaratan Pte Ltd will engage in several construction contractors to
expedite all job processes and offer overtime pay.
Shortages Of Funds
Rumaratan Pte Ltd has reserved a supported bank loan funds to help in the
business. At the initial stage, investors will have to pump in double the
amount of capital required.
Insufficient Materials For Construction
Rumaratan Pte Ltd will have materials from several suppliers just to be sure
that there will be sufficient materials available.
Backup Storage
The operation department will ensure effective procedures to perform full
data backups of all computerize documentation and necessary records on a
regular weekly basis. Frequent backups will be implemented to ensure the
recovery of the most current data version and to increase the likelihood of
usable media in a post-event scenario.
Office Equipment, Furniture And Supplies
The current strategy is for office equipment, furniture, and supplies to be
ordered on an “emergency as required” basis at the time of failure. The
management review supply needs and coordinate with the administrative
centre to develop a revolving emergency inventory of workspace and survival
supplies for immediate use in the event of a break down. The revolving
inventory of workspace supply includes the basic essential needs like pens,
pencils, note pads, and paper etc.
Rumaratan Pte Ltd maintained the inventory of survival supplies such as
bottled drinking water, personal products, and food rations, in the event of
personnel cannot be evacuated or are temporarily prevented from leaving the
confines of the resort due to weather and daily wear and tear conditions.
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Power Failure - Gasoline
In the event of breakdown of generator or lack of gasoline (generator fuel),
Rumaratan Pte Ltd ensures that there is a backup generator with its own
source of gasoline, which will be activated automatically when the main
source is down. This is to ensure all customers and visitors to have minimum
impact in their trip.
Failure Of Transport
In the circumstances of transportation breaks down, we have spare speed
boats ready prepared for sending and fetching customers. In other conditions
like speedboat sudden breaks down half way through, Rumaratan Pte Ltd
has got the rescue can and equipments for everyone needs.
Communications
Rumaratan Pte Ltd enabled a satellite phone for everyone’s convenience and
safety precautions. In case of emergency, help and communication with the
satellite phone will still be possible as it was unable to use cell phone.
Lack Of Manpower
Rumaratan Pte Ltd not only employed full timers but part timers and contract
staffs. The part timer serves peak period timings and help to relief staff who
are on leave or on medical leave. As for contract staffs they serve during the
peak seasons for example Christmas, New Year, company’s events or other
occasions.
In any case whereby Rumaratan Pte Ltd unexpectedly required manpower,
jetty staff will be activated. The administrative staffs were well trained to
standby and cover the duty of the required position. This is to make sure that
good service is promised to visitors.
Outbreak Of Illness
Visitors can reach for jetty administrative staff or the nearest helpdesk to
assist them for emergency purposes like fever, severe diarrhea, asthma
attack etc. Rumaratan Pte Ltd’s ambulance boat is outfitted with an
ambulance superstructure. This vessel can be inboard/water jet or outboard
powered and comes with a bow ramp for easy access to the medical clinic or
hospital. All vessels are fully equipped with medical and ancillary requisites,
stretchers (working with our associates, Dutch Health BV), full lighting, loud
hailers, emergency lights and sirens, integral AC generators, air conditioning,
satellite communication units, shore power.
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Safety Equipments
Adult and children’s life jackets and lifebuoys are placed in every kelong
resort for the safety of one who does not know how to swim. This is to
prevent them from drowning in the event of them accidently fall into the sea.
Thereafter, the witness or companion could quickly give a ring at nearest
helpdesk for a rescue.
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5. Conclusion
Rumaratan Pte Ltd is a viable service company that could provide great
benefits and therapeutic effects for consumers who yearn for unforgettable
experiences. As competition in the hospitality industry is widely varied, the
direct competitors are other similarly established businesses, such as Club
Med and Banyan Trees Holdings. In such a climate, the best investment
opportunities will be awarded to companies that have the ingenuity and
creativity to meet the customers' demands for special treatment kind of
therapy in an industry driven by novelty conditions, exotic trends, and
pricing. The industry has moved from an "always new" consumer to an
"always fresh" consumer.
The company's management is confident that Rumaratan Pte Ltd can
achieve its aggressive sales forecasts, generating total sales of
approximately SGD$0.8 million, SGD$1.2 million and SGD$4.5 million in
years 2010, 2011 and 2012 respectively. In addition, Rumaratan Pte Ltd
management has carefully reviewed on its market, potential customer base,
and its ability to grow its sales average to capture 30% of the related
business industry.
Rumaratan Pte Ltd has the potential to become a highly regarded resource in
local market first as our aim, but later progressively capturing the attention of
the international markets. Due to the company's aggressive marketing
strategy, establishment of the company as a "unique" entity in its industry,
careful development of its services, and the company's profitable revenue
model, Rumaratan Pte Ltd has the potential to provide lucrative returns to
potential investors.
For Rumaratan Pte Ltd to achieve status as an industry leader, it must
secure initial capital. This capital will be used for start-up costs, to establish a
reputable front, and to further develop the business, business infrastructure,
internal systems and extensive marketing and geographic positioning.
Providing that the company is able to acquire its funding requirements,
Rumaratan Pte Ltd should be able to achieve operational success for many
years to come.
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Appendix B: Floor Plan Of Rumaratan Pte Ltd
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Appendix C: Floor Plan Of Kelong
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